That's what the press says about Innr

The lights by Innr Lighting would be suited to extend an already existing Philips Hue starter kit with more
bulbs.

The winners in this comparison of RGB bulbs for the Philips Hue system are the Innr RB 185 C and the
original 3rd Gen Philips Hue White & Color Ambiance.

So you can also connect the Innr bulbs to the Hue Bridge and control them via the Hue app. The
advantage over the original Hue lights lies in the slightly lower price.

For example, smart lamps made by Innr can be coupled with Philips Hue systems (ZigBee). These
lamps have a good quality, provide pleasant light and are available at a relatively low price.

Innr Lighting: good & cheap. Innr bulbs are cheap and compatible. Instead of an expensive Hue or
Lightify bulb, you can also buy the cheaper counterpart from Innr - they offer the same functionality in
combination with the Hue or Lightify bridge.

If you use the Innr application, you can add the lamps in the app, create rooms and sort the bulbs.
There are also Innr moods reminiscent of the Philips Hue light recipes. For example, you can perform
actions at specified times.

Founded in 2012 by former Philips and IKEA employees, Innr already has numerous smart lighting
products as an alternative to the well-known manufacturers in its portfolio. Compared to the Lightstrips
from Philips (LED distance of about 5.5 centimeters), the illumination is better with Innr.

The Dutch manufacturer Innr Lighting, which markets smart Bulbs, spots and LightStrips, promises its
customers to be able to put together the perfect lighting for every home with their own online lighting
consultant. The Innr lamps are much cheaper than Philips Hue components, but still compatible with
them.

The Dutch manufacturer Innr received the test judgments "very good" both in the rating "installation" and
in "light quality".

Overall, Innr offers a good selection for an extensive lighting installation in your smart home - whether
as a new installation or as an extension.

Overall, the price-performance ratio of Innr products is very good for me. Anyone who wants to get into
the smart lighting control or is looking for suitable additions to his existing system with this
manufacturer.

Advantage of the Innr smart plug is the integrated on-off switch on the top. If you don’t have a mobile
phone or tablet handy, it can also be switched manually.

The integration of the socket into the Hue system could not be simpler: The Innr SP 120 SmartPlug is
simply plugged into the wall and can be found directly after the normal lamp search in the Hue app.

Buy tip for LED light strips: Innr Flex Light Color
Innr also offers a flexible, colored light strip in its range. The LED strip measures 4 meters and attaches
flexibly and can be easily cut with scissors.

You can choose from LED bulbs in almost all shapes, sizes and colours for 15 to 25 euros; free form
and cut LED strip lights for 55 euros; but also tiny spotlights to highlight individual pictures or objects for
€ 37.50. Their unique selling point: The online guide of the manufacturer helps you with the individual
planning.

My impression of Innr was consistently positive. Innr bulbs are a real alternative to Philips Hue and
Osram Lightify. The products are mature, clean and easy to handle. All components worked
immediately. The price-performance ratio is right.

Another comparatively inexpensive system that works with Zigbee is Innr Lighting. The products are
compatible with Philips' Hue, Osram's Lightify and Ikea's Tradfri.

Just because you use the Philips Hue Bridge as a control center, you do not have to rely exclusively on
expensive Hue lamps and lights when designing the lights. Instead, light components from other
manufacturers can be combined under one roof. Innr is without green weakness in the mix of lighting
systems.

